Convergent evolution in bacteria from multiple origins under antibiotic and heavy metal stress, and endophytic conditions of host plant.
The focus of this work is to study the convergent evolution in bacteria from multiple origins under antibiotic and heavy metal stress, and endophytic conditions of host plant cultivated on the Yamuna river bank. Forty-one endophytic bacteria (EB) were isolated from green leafy vegetables (GLV's) and were found to be resistant to a wide range of antibiotics (AB) and heavy metals (HM) tested. Further, they showed susceptibility to Quinolones group of antibiotics, and the HM, Cadmium, Chromium, and Mercury. Twenty-seven percent of these bacteria endowed with Class I integron. The probability of co-existence of HM resistance with β‑lactams was higher, whereas quinolones group of AB recorded lesser values. These EB owned a wide array of beneficial traits, through which they improved the plant health under HM and salt stress conditions. Bacterial identity revealed the association of both plant beneficial and human pathogenic bacteria as an endophyte with GLV's. Principal component analysis showed a pattern of convergent evolution irrespective of their origin. In conclusion, under the selection pressure of AB and HM, the susceptible EB population may reduce with time and the resistant native/introduced bacteria might survive. The vertical and horizontal gene transfer between introduced and native bacteria is the crucial factor in enhancing their fitness along with the host plant to survive under abiotic stress conditions.